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The RAN is launching a new initiative to support practitioners, the Practitioner Exchange Programme (PEP). 
The RAN exists to connect first-line practitioners from across the EU to exchange knowledge, experiences 
and approaches to preventing and countering violent extremism (P/CVE). The RAN does this in a number 
of ways, including convening thematic-based Working Group meetings and producing relevant and 
associated papers, factbooks and manuals. However, with a network of over 6,000 practitioners, the RAN 
is constantly looking at new ways to maximise the expertise within it, bring people together and make 
new connections. While the COVID-19 pandemic has precipitated a new way of working online and in turn 
accelerated digital transformation, working offline remains incredibly important for the work that we all do. 
The RAN is launching a new programme, the PEP, which will give practitioners the opportunity to visit other 
like-minded practitioners, spend time with them and learn first-hand how they do their work. Read more 
about the PEP and how to apply below.

PRACTITIONER EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

Film

The RAN is introducing a new initiative called the 

Practitioner Exchange Programme (PEP). The PEP will 

give practitioners the opportunity to share and learn from 

one another by spending time with each other while they 

do their work. A short five minute film explains why this 

programme, which has been welcomed by a select group of 

practitioners who were consulted, benefits practitioners and 

why practitioners should get involved. 

Watch the film in full here ... ▶

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C83sxz-gba8&feature=youtu.be
https://ec.europa.eu/info/index_en
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/networks/radicalisation_awareness_network_en
https://www.facebook.com/RadicalisationAwarenessNetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/company/radicalisation-awareness-network
https://twitter.com/RANEurope
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD6U5qdKiA3ObOKGEVwTQKw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C83sxz-gba8&feature=youtu.be


Programme

The Practitioner Exchange Programme (PEP) will offer 

practitioners the opportunity to participate in an (up to) one 

week, residential-style ‘shadowing’ and learning experience, 

where visiting practitioners and hosting practitioners can 

share and learn from each other while they do their work. 

The nature of the exchange will enable practitioners to 

reflect openly on their working methods, improve their skills 

and inform new ways to do their work.

The programme will match practitioners from different EU 

Member States who work in the same field, do comparable 

working activities, share similar responsibilities and have 

comparable learning priorities. The programme will match 

practitioners working on a variety of topics, from prevention 

to exit work and from project design, multi-agency 

cooperation and information sharing to evaluation.

The nature of the exchanges is flexible: if a practitioner 

hosts an exchange visit, he/she may also go on an exchange 

visit him/herself. Practitioners do not have to visit others 

after they have hosted, but they should be willing to host 

others if they have visited someone themselves. This 

exchange can be with one of the practitioners that visited 

him/her, but also with another practitioner. The RAN staff 

will provide guidance to practitioners about the best way 

to facilitate these visits. Following each exchange the 

participants will be interviewed to gather feedback about 

their experience.

Call for applications
If you would like to participate in the PEP please find 

more information about how to apply here. 

If you would like to know more about the programme 

please get in touch with ran@radareurope.nl.

CONTACT

The RAN is implemented by RadarEurope, which is a subsidiary of the RadarGroup:

Phone: +31 (0) 20 463 50 50 (o-ce)

E-Mail: ran@radaradvies.nl

  Would you like more frequent updates on RAN’s activities? Gain access to all public RAN papers as they are published, 

other RAN news and thought-provoking articles on the radicalisation process by following RAN on 

Facebook / Youtube /  Twitter / Linkedin

This is an update on the activities of the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN). You receive this email, along with more 

than 5,500 other people, because you have participated in a RAN activity or because you have registered your interest 

in the network. If you wish to unsubscribe, please let us know. Feel free to distribute this RAN Update to colleagues and 

invite them to subscribe.

End of document
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